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Plug

DESIGN MARCELLO ZILIANI

CRASSEVIG, ITALY

Conceived to optimise and effectively organise spaces, Plug is a dynamic, flexible modular

system designed specifically for public areas. The collection includes a series of seating,

bench and table modules that can be connected to create infinite configurations.

Graceful and understated, Plug offers a solution to the increasing demand for flexible

design within the contract market.

The heart of the Plug system is a single joint that provides the scope for countless

compositions. This smart solution offers boundless modular freedom and can be used to

connect not only table tops to legs but also bench seats to backrests, simply by turning

the joint different ways: it just needs to face down for tables or up for seating.

Sturdy and long-lasting, the design has been carefully considered, particularly where

maintenance is concerned. The backrests are raised above the seat, offering quick access

for cleaning, while the covers are removable and can be replaced with new colours or

washed when required.

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

CATAS Certification

FSC Certification

ISO 9001:2008

ISO 14.001:2004

Product Stewardship Programme

https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/crassevig/
https://ownworld.com.au/brands/crassevig
https://ownworld.com.au
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DIMENSIONS

PLUG 60

W 600 D 600 H TBC | SH 400 (mm)

PLUG 120

W 1200 D 600 H TBC | SH 400 (mm)

PLUG 180

W 1800 D 600 H TBC | SH 400 (mm)

MATERIALS

Upholstery: Fire retardant foam, with seat upholstered in house fabric/leather or COM/COL

Frame: High resilient 25mm steel, powdercoat to house colour

Connecting Tables: Constructed from HPL laminate to selected colour, or 14mm thick plywood finished to Oak veneer, stained or lacquered to selected house colour

Glides: Standard plastic glides or felt glides for timber floors
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